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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as skillfully as concord
can be gotten by just checking out a books Crucible Act Prentice Hall Test Answers Poverty afterward it
is not directly done, you could say you will even more roughly this life, going on for the world.
We present you this proper as without difficulty as simple quirk to acquire those all. We allow Crucible Act
Prentice Hall Test Answers Poverty and numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in any
way. along with them is this Crucible Act Prentice Hall Test Answers Poverty that can be your partner.

A Structured Approach to Systems Testing William E. Perry 1983
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States National Research Council 2009-07-29 Scores of
talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community, performing vitally important work.
However, they are often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is
clear that change and advancements, both systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of forensic
science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and promote best
practices with consistent application. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward
provides a detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the
National Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic science
community. The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines are clear: assisting law
enforcement officials, enhancing homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and
exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is needed to
advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better
training, widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and
accreditation programs. While this book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it
also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic
science educators.
The Craft of Software Testing Brian Marick 1995 This book is about "testing in the medium." It concentrates on
thorough testing of moderate sized components of large systems--subsystems--a prerequisite for effective and
efficient testing of the integrated system. It aims to present a sensible, flexible, affordable, and coherent
testing process. It provides detailed techniques and tricks of the trade, addressed to programmers, system
testers, and programmers/testers responsible for bug fixes.
London Medical Gazette 1843
Uptown Jack Schiffman 1971 "In the gilded age of vaudeville, one theater stood out as the fountainhead of
black entertainment in America--and it's still going strong. Almost every important black performer in the past
four decades has appeared at the Apollo Theatre, and always with the knowledge that the acid test of his act
will be the rowdy, hip crowd in the theater's 1,700 seats. The son of the Apollo's founder reveals, in this
colorful and exciting narrative, the special magic and charisma that have kept this theatrical institution alive.
He recalls soaring successes, crushing disasters, and hilarious snafus. ... Uptown is the story of the Apollo
Theatre, from its beginnings in the 1930s ... through the jazz revolution ... into today's turned-on generation
...."--Dust jacket.
How to Construct Achievement Tests Norman Edward Gronlund 1988 Rev ed of : Constructing
achievement tests.
Wealth And Poverty Of Nations David S. Landes 2015-04-20 The history of nations is a history of haves
and have-nots, and as we approach the millennium, the gap between rich and poor countries is widening. In
this engrossing and important new work, eminent historian David Landes explores the complex, fascinating
and often startling causes of the wealth and poverty of nations. The answers are found not only in the large
forces at work in economies: geography, religion, the broad swings of politics, but also in the small surprising
details. In Europe, the invention of spectacles doubled the working life of skilled craftsmen, and played a
prominent role in the creation of articulated machines, and in China, the failure to adopt the clock
fundamentally hindered economic development. The relief of poverty is vital to the survival of us all. As David

Landes brilliantly shows, the key to future success lies in understanding the lessons the past has to teach us lessons uniquely imparted in this groundbreaking and vital book which exemplifies narrative history at its best.
Handbook of Electronic Test Equipment John D. Lenk 1971
Fiber Optics Edward A. Lacy 1982
High Stakes Dale D. Johnson 2002 High Stakes brings the voices of students and teachers to our national
debates over school accountability and educational reform. Recounting the experiences of two classrooms
during one academic year, the book offers a critical exploration of excessive state-mandated monitoring, highstakes testing pressures, and inequities in public school funding that impede the instructional work of teachers,
especially those who serve children of poorer families. Visit our website for sample chapters!
The End of Poverty Jeffrey D. Sachs 2006-02-28 "Book and man are brilliant, passionate, optimistic and
impatient . . . Outstanding." —The Economist The landmark exploration of economic prosperity and how the
world can escape from extreme poverty for the world's poorest citizens, from one of the world's most
renowned economists Hailed by Time as one of the world's hundred most influential people, Jeffrey D. Sachs is
renowned for his work around the globe advising economies in crisis. Now a classic of its genre, The End of
Poverty distills more than thirty years of experience to offer a uniquely informed vision of the steps that can
transform impoverished countries into prosperous ones. Marrying vivid storytelling with rigorous analysis,
Sachs lays out a clear conceptual map of the world economy. Explaining his own work in Bolivia, Russia, India,
China, and Africa, he offers an integrated set of solutions to the interwoven economic, political, environmental,
and social problems that challenge the world's poorest countries. Ten years after its initial publication, The End
of Poverty remains an indispensible and influential work. In this 10th anniversary edition, Sachs presents an
extensive new foreword assessing the progress of the past decade, the work that remains to be done, and how
each of us can help. He also looks ahead across the next fifteen years to 2030, the United Nations' target date
for ending extreme poverty, offering new insights and recommendations.
The Test Drive Avital Ronell 2005-04-13 The Test Drive deals with the war perpetrated by highly determined
reactionary forces on science and research. How does the government at once promote and prohibit scientific
testing and undercut the importance of experimentation? To what extent is testing at the forefront of
theoretical and practical concerns today? Addressed to those who are left stranded by speculative thinking and
unhinged by cognitive discourse, The Test Drive points to a toxic residue of uninterrogated questions raised by
Nietzsche, Husserl and Derrida. Ranging from the scientific probe to modalities of testing that include the limits
of friendship or love, this work explores the crucial operations of an uncontestable legitimating machine. Avital
Ronell offers a tour-de-force reading of legal, pharmaceutical, artistic, scientific, Zen, and historical grids that
depend upon different types of testability, involving among other issues what it means to put oneself to the
test.
Advantage and Disadvantage R. Darrell Bock 1986 Based upon a large body of factual information,a
critical view of the cognitive skills and potentials of young people in the United States in the 1980s. The data is
analyzed using the most current statistical techniques and discussed from a broad psychological, sociological
and educational perspective. The respondents to the survey were obtained by direct visits to households, not
through convenient institutional sources, therefore allowing for a representative national sample. As such, the
study typifies a complete cross-section of America's youth both in and out of school. The young people
included in the sample were administered the ASVAB, a test battery which consists of ten separately timed and
scored tests which assess a wide range of knowledge and skills from English-language reading and vocabulary,
through secondary school mathematics understanding and quantitative competance, to quite specific
vocational knowledge in technical fields. Differences in the profiles across the ten tests provide some of the
more interesting results of the analysis.
The YC-14 STOL Prototype John K. Wimpress 1998 Wimpress (retired, Boeing Aircraft Co.) And Newberry
(Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA) translate their nostalgia about an era when innovative design ideas
and flying hardware dominated computer hardware into this case study of a "technology demonstrator"
developed by Boeing for the US Air Force in the 1970s. Aircraft history aficionados should relish the numerous
blueprints and bandw photographs. No index. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Cutting Your Test Development Time with HP VEE Robert Helsel 1994 HP VEE is a new graphical
programming language designed to be used by software engineers involved in testing. This book provides an
authoritative tutorial introduction to HP VEE for test system developers, beginning with a quick-start to the
fundamentals of VEE, then exploring concepts in greater depth and considering other products that can be
used effectively with VEE, and concluding with guideposts on advanced uses of VEE.
Test and Protest Norman Isaac Silber 1983 Traces the tradition of consumer protest and examines the early

history of Consumers Union, which started as a working-class-oriented movement and soon evolved into the
guiding light of an educated consumer elite. Silber argues that in choosing scientific testing as a means of
consumer reform, the Consumers Union changed itself and the consumer movement more than it did American
society. He uses three case studies -- reform of automative design, discouragement of smoking, and
prevention of the contamination of food by radioactive fallout -- to demonstrate the use of scientific testing in
social reform.
Hardware Design Verification William K. C. Lam 2005 The Practical, Start-to-Finish Guide to Modern Digital
Design Verification As digital logic designs grow larger and more complex, functional verification has become
the number one bottleneck in the design process. Reducing verification time is crucial to project success, yet
many practicing engineers have had little formal training in verification, and little exposure to the newest
solutions.Hardware Design Verificationsystematically presents today's most valuable simulation-based and
formal verification techniques, helping test and design engineers choose the best approach for each project,
quickly gain confidence in their designs, and move into fabrication far more rapidly. College students will find
that coverage of verification principles and common industry practices will help them prepare for jobs as future
verification engineers. Author William K. Lam, one of the world's leading experts in design verification, is a
recent winner of the Chairman's Award for Innovation, Sun Microsystems' most prestigious technical
achievement award. Drawing on his wide-ranging experience, he introduces the foundational principles of
verification, presents traditional techniques that have survived the test of time, and introduces emerging
techniques for today's most challenging designs. Throughout, Lam emphasizes practical examples rather than
mathematical proofs; wherever advanced math is essential, he explains it clearly and accessibly. Coverage
includes Simulation-based versus formal verification: advantages, disadvantages, and tradeoffs Coding for
verification: functional and timing correctness, syntactical and structure checks, simulation performance, and
more Simulator architectures and operations, including event-driven, cycle-based, hybrid, and hardware-based
simulators Testbench organization, design, and tools: creating a fast, efficient test environment Test scenarios
and assertion: planning, test cases, test generators, commercial and Verilog assertions, and more Ensuring
complete coverage, including code, parameters, functions, items, and cross-coverage The verification cycle:
failure capture, scope reduction, bug tracking, simulation data dumping, isolation of underlying causes,
revision control, regression, release mechanisms, and tape-out criteria An accessible introduction to the
mathematics and algorithms of formal verification, from Boolean functions to state-machine equivalence and
graph algorithms Decision diagrams, equivalence checking, and symbolic simulation Model checking and
symbolic computation Simply put,Hardware Design Verificationwill help you improve and accelerate your entire
verification process--from planning through tape-out--so you can get to market faster with higher quality
designs.
The Poverty of Nations Barry Asmus 2013 We can win the fight against global poverty. Combining penetrating
economic analysis with insightful theological reflection, this book sketches a comprehensive plan for increasing
wealth and protecting stability at a national level.
Psychological Testing John Robert Graham 1984 A survey of psychological testing that covers the basic
principles of tests and measurements and the most commonly used techniques.
Evolutionary Analysis Scott Freeman 2001 Designed to help readers learn how to "think" like evolutionary
biologists, this 4-color book approaches evolutionary biology as a dynamic field of inquiry and as a "process."
Using a theme-based approach, it illustrates the interplay between theory, observation, testing and
interpretation. It offers commentary on strengths and weaknesses of data sets, gives detailed examples rather
than a broad synoptic approach, includes many data graphics and boxes regarding both sides of controversies.
Introduces each major organizing theme in evolution through a question--e.g., How has HIV become drug
resistant? Why did the dinosaurs, after dominating the land vertebrates for 150 million years, suddenly go
extinct? Are humans more closely related to gorillas or to chimpanzees? Focuses on many applied, readerrelevant topics--e.g., evolution and human health, the evolution of senescence, sexual selection, social
behavior, eugenics, and biodiversity and conservation. Then develops the strategies that evolutionary
biologists use for finding an answers to such questions. Then considers the observations and experiments that
test the predictions made by competing hypotheses, and discusses how the data are interpreted. For anyone
interested in human evolution, including those working in human and animal health care, environmental
management and conservation, primary and secondary education, science journalism, and biological and
medical research.
Educational and Psychological Measurement and Evaluation Julian C. Stanley 1972 Going into its eighth
edition, this book is a classic in the field of educational measurement. It was written from the point of view of

the classroom teacher to answer the question, "What does a teacher need to know about the development and
evaluation of educational measures and assessments?" This book fosters an understanding of how assessment
and instruction are interrelated. It also cultivates learning the techniques and skills needed to develop tests
and other evaluation procedures (e.g. portfolios), as well as teaches students to understand how to evaluate
the validity and reliability of tests. Unlike many books in educational measurement, this book also gives
readers what they need to know to properly interpret the results from standardized achievement and
scholastic aptitude tests. Topics include: test reliability and validity; meaning and application of the norms;
extraneous factors that influence performance of cognitive tests; the development of educational measures;
and more. Teachers, principals, and counselors.
Asking Questions in Biology Christopher J. Barnard 2001 Biology students need to be able to analyse data and
produce high quality practical reports. These skills are essential for success in assessments, examinations and
project work. Asking Questions in Biology will help you to master the practical and data handling elements of
your course, while teaching you a fundamental skill in scientific discovery. Tried and tested with students, this
unique text explains: v Why asking the right questions is essential in any scientific enquiry v How to design
experiments and project work v How to approach analysing data, using principles that apply with any
statistical package v How to present your results including figures and tables Features include: v Self-test
questions and answers v An easy-to-use Quick Test Finder v Key topics are illustrated with a wide range of
examples from ecology and behaviour to toxicology and parasitology. This second edition continues to provide
an invaluable text for practical courses in biology. It is especially useful for courses that emphasise hypothesis
testing and data analysis, and as a guide for students working on assessed projects. Chris Barnard is Professor
of Animal Behaviour and Francis Gilbert is Senior Lecturer in Ecology both at the University of Nottingham.
Peter McGregor is Head of the Department of Animal Behaviour in the Zoological Institute at the University of
Copenhagen.
Materials for Civil and Highway Engineers Kenneth N. Derucher 1998 New features of this edition focus
around the use of fibre reinforced plastics. The book offers increased coverage of environmental concerns,
emphasizing considerations regarding hazardous materials and waste disposal, contaminated soil and remedial
options.
The Best Schools Thomas Armstrong 2006 Educators, politicians, parents, and even students are consumed
with speaking the language of academic achievement. Yet something is missing in the current focus on
accountability, standardized testing, and adequate yearly progress. If schools continue to focus the
conversation on rigor and accountability and ignore more human elements of education, many students may
miss out on opportunities to discover the richness of individual exploration that schools can foster. In The Best
Schools, Armstrong urges educators to leave narrow definitions of learning behind and return to the great
thinkers of the past 100 years--Montessori, Piaget, Freud, Steiner, Erikson, Dewey, Elkind, Gardner--and to the
language of human development and the whole child. The Best Schools highlights examples of educational
programs that are honoring students' differences, using developmentally appropriate practices, and promoting
a humane approach to education that includes the following elements: * An emphasis on play for early
childhood learning. * Theme- and project-based learning for elementary school students. * Active learning that
recognizes the social, emotional, and cognitive needs of adolescents in middle schools. * Mentoring,
apprenticeships, and cooperative education for high school students. Educators in "the best schools" recognize
the differences in the physical, emotional, cognitive, and spiritual worlds of students of different ages. This
book will help educators reflect on how to help each student reach his or her true potential, how to inspire
each child and adolescent to discover an inner passion to learn, and how to honor the unique journey of each
individual through life.
From Poverty to Power Duncan Green 2008 Offers a look at the causes and effects of poverty and
inequality, as well as the possible solutions. This title features research, human stories, statistics, and
compelling arguments. It discusses about the world we live in and how we can make it a better place.
Testing Psychological Tests Douglas Shelley 1986
Race and the Politics of Welfare Reform Sanford F. Schram 2010-03-10 It's hard to imagine discussing
welfare policy without discussing race, yet all too often this uncomfortable factor is avoided or simply ignored.
Sometimes the relationship between welfare and race is treated as so self-evident as to need no further
attention; equally often, race in the context of welfare is glossed over, lest it raise hard questions about racism
in American society as a whole. Either way, ducking the issue misrepresents the facts and misleads the public
and policy-makers alike. Many scholars have addressed specific aspects of this subject, but until now there has
been no single integrated overview. Race and the Politics of Welfare Reform is designed to fill this need and

provide a forum for a range of voices and perspectives that reaffirm the key role race has played--and
continues to play--in our approach to poverty. The essays collected here offer a systematic, step-by-step
approach to the issue. Part 1 traces the evolution of welfare from the 1930s to the sweeping Clinton-era
reforms, providing a historical context within which to consider today's attitudes and strategies. Part 2 looks at
media representation and public perception, observing, for instance, that although blacks accounted for only
about one-third of America's poor from 1967 to 1992, they featured in nearly two-thirds of news stories on
poverty, a bias inevitably reflected in public attitudes. Part 3 discusses public discourse, asking questions like
"Whose voices get heard and why?" and "What does 'race' mean to different constituencies?" For although "oldfashioned" racism has been replaced by euphemism, many of the same underlying prejudices still drive
welfare debates--and indeed are all the more pernicious for being unspoken. Part 4 examines policy choices
and implementation, showing how even the best-intentioned reform often simply displaces institutional
inequities to the individual level--bias exercised case by case but no less discriminatory in effect. Part 5
explores the effects of welfare reform and the implications of transferring policy-making to the states, where
local politics and increasing use of referendum balloting introduce new, often unpredictable concerns. Finally,
Frances Fox Piven's concluding commentary, "Why Welfare Is Racist," offers a provocative response to the
views expressed in the pages that have gone before--intended not as a "last word" but rather as the opening
argument in an ongoing, necessary, and newly envisioned national debate. Sanford Schram is Visiting
Professor of Social Work and Social Research, Bryn Mawr Graduate School of Social Work and Social Research.
Joe Soss teaches in the Department of Government at the Graduate school of Public Affairs, American
University, Washington, D.C. Richard Fording is Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science,
University of Kentucky.
Maintenance Programming J. Daniel Couger 1985
Maximizing Intelligence David J. Armor 2003 The "nature versus nurture" controversy dates back to at least
the nineteenth century. How much of a role does genetics or environment play in accounting for reasoning skill
and other intellectual aptitudes? Maximizing Intelligence, now in paperback, convincingly argues that both
environment and genetics play a role in a child's intelligence, but family environment, especially at an early
age, is of primary importance--and suggests how intelligence may be heightened.
Essentials of Educational Measurement Robert L. Ebel 1986
Code of the Street: Decency, Violence, and the Moral Life of the Inner City Elijah Anderson
2000-09-17 Unsparing and important. . . . An informative, clearheaded and sobering book.—Jonathan Yardley,
Washington Post (1999 Critic's Choice) Inner-city black America is often stereotyped as a place of random
violence, but in fact, violence in the inner city is regulated through an informal but well-known code of the
street. This unwritten set of rules—based largely on an individual's ability to command respect—is a powerful
and pervasive form of etiquette, governing the way in which people learn to negotiate public spaces. Elijah
Anderson's incisive book delineates the code and examines it as a response to the lack of jobs that pay a living
wage, to the stigma of race, to rampant drug use, to alienation and lack of hope.
The Crucible Arthur Miller 2012-03-19 "The Crucible" is a 1952 play by the American playwright Arthur Miller.
It is a dramatization of the Salem witch trials that took place in the Province of Massachusetts Bay during 1692
and 1693. Miller wrote the play as an allegory of McCarthyism, when the US government blacklisted accused
communists. Miller himself was questioned by the House of Representatives' Committee on Un-American
Activities in 1956 and convicted of "contempt of Congress" for refusing to identify others present at meetings
he had attended. It was first performed at the Martin Beck Theater on Broadway on January 22, 1953. Miller
felt that this production was too stylized and cold and the reviews for it were largely hostile (although The New
York Times noted "a powerful play in a driving performance"). Nonetheless, the production won the 1953 "Best
Play" Tony Award. A year later a new production succeeded and the play became a classic. It is a central work
in the canon of American drama. Fuji Books' edition of "The Crucible" contains supplementary texts: * "Tragedy
And The Common Man", an essay by Arthur Miller. * Excerpts from Nathaniel Hawthorne's magnus opus "The
Scarlet Letter", a narrative of the Salem Witch trials. * A few selected quotes of Arthur Miller.
Illustrated Times 1860
Children, Schools, And Inequality Doris R Entwisle 1997-06-19 Researchers trying to explain the alarmingly
high drop-out rate among U.S. adolescents finally have begun to see that students' failure to complete high
school often can be traced to negative school experiences as far back as the first grade. This book shows how
social structures determine inequalities in education, and that greater equality of school experiences can have
long-lasting benefits. .
The Manufacturer and Builder 1877

A Signal Integrity Engineer's Companion Geoff Lawday 2008 A Signal Integrity Engineer's Companion
Real-Time Test and Measurement and Design Simulation Geoff Lawday David Ireland Greg Edlund Foreword by
Chris Edwards, Editor, IET Electronics Systems and Software magazine Prentice Hall Modern Semiconductor
Design Series Prentice Hall Signal Integrity Library Use Real-World Test and Measurement Techniques to
Systematically Eliminate Signal Integrity Problems This is the industry's most comprehensive, authoritative,
and practical guide to modern Signal Integrity (SI) test and measurement for high-speed digital designs. Three
of the field's leading experts guide you through systematically detecting, observing, analyzing, and rectifying
both modern logic signal defects and embedded system malfunctions. The authors cover the entire life cycle of
embedded system design from specification and simulation onward, illuminating key techniques and concepts
with easy-to-understand illustrations. Writing for all electrical engineers, signal integrity engineers, and chip
designers, the authors show how to use real-time test and measurement to address today's increasingly
difficult interoperability and compliance requirements. They also present detailed, start-to-finish case studies
that walk you through commonly encountered design challenges, including ensuring that interfaces
consistently operate with positive timing margins without incurring excessive cost; calculating total jitter
budgets; and managing complex tradeoffs in high-speed serial interface design. Coverage includes
Understanding the complex signal integrity issues that arise in today's high-speed designs Learning how eye
diagrams, automated compliance tests, and signal analysis measurements can help you identify and solve SI
problems Reviewing the electrical characteristics of today's most widely used CMOS IO circuits Performing
signal path analyses based on intuitive Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR) techniques Achieving more accurate
real-time signal measurements and avoiding probe problems and artifacts Utilizing digital oscilloscopes and
logic analyzers to make accurate measurements in high-frequency environments Simulating real-world signals
that stress digital circuits and expose SI faults Accurately measuring jitter and other RF parameters in wireless
applications About the Authors: Dr. Geoff Lawday is Tektronix Professor in Measurement at Buckinghamshire
New University, England. He delivers courses in signal integrity engineering and high performance bus systems
at the University Tektronix laboratory, and presents signal integrity seminars throughout Europe on behalf of
Tektronix. David Ireland, European and Asian design and manufacturing marketing manager for Tektronix, has
more than 30 years of experience in test and measurement. He writes regularly on signal integrity for leading
technical journals. Greg Edlund, Senior Engineer, IBM Global Engineering Solutions division, has participated in
development and testing for ten high-performance computing platforms. He authored Timing Analysis and
Simulation for Signal Integrity Engineers (Prentice Hall).
Regression with Dummy Variables Melissa A. Hardy 1993-02-25 It is often necessary for social scientists to
study differences in groups, such as gender or race differences in attitudes, buying behavior, or socioeconomic
characteristics. When the researcher seeks to estimate group differences through the use of independent
variables that are qualitative, dummy variables allow the researcher to represent information about group
membership in quantitative terms without imposing unrealistic measurement assumptions on the categorical
variables. Beginning with the simplest model, Hardy probes the use of dummy variable regression in
increasingly complex specifications, exploring issues such as: interaction, heteroscedasticity, multiple
comparisons and significance testing, the use of effects or contrast coding, testing for curvilinearity, and
estimating a piecewise linear regression.
The Psychology of Music Teaching Edwin Gordon 1971 The author seeks to provide insights into how
students learn music and focuses on musical aptitude and musical achievement.
The Expert System for Thermodynamics Subrata Bhattacharjee 2002-01-01 This textbook illustrates how to
solve thermodynamic problems with the expert system for thermodynamics (TEST) software developed in Java
by the author, who teaches at San Diego State University. The student selects the appropriate categories from
a hierarchical tree to arrive at a set of custom bal
Defining Shakespeare MacDonald Pairman Jackson 2003 'That very great play, Pericles', as T. S. Eliot called it,
poses formidable problems of text and authorship. The first of the Late Romances, it was ascribed to
Shakespeare when printed in a quarto of 1609, but was not included in the First Folio (1623) collection of his
plays. This bookexamines rival theories about the quarto's origins and offers compelling evidence that Pericles
is the product of collaboration between Shakespeare and the minor dramatist George Wilkins, who was
responsible for the first two acts and for portions of the 'brothel scenes' in Act 4. Pericles serves asa test case
for methodologies that seek to define the limits of the Shakespeare canon and to rdentify co-authors. A wide
range of metrical, lexical, and other data is analysed. Computerized 'stylometric' texts are explained and their
findings assessed. A concluding chapter introduces a new techniquethat has the potential to answer many of
the remaining questions of attribution associated with Shakespeare and his contemporaries.
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